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Electrical and magnetic properties of conductive Cu-based
coated conductors
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The development of YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!-based coated conductors for electric power
applications will require electrical and thermal stabilization of the high-temperature
superconducting~HTS! coating. In addition, nonmagnetic tape substrates are an important factor in
order to reduce the ferromagnetic hysteresis energy loss in ac applications. We report progress
toward a conductive buffer layer architecture on biaxially textured nonmagnetic Cu tapes to
electrically couple the HTS layer to the underlying metal substrate. A protective Ni overlayer,
followed by a single buffer layer of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3, was employed to avoid Cu diffusion and to
improve oxidation resistance of the substrate. Property characterizations of YBCO films on short
prototype samples revealed self-field critical current density (Jc) values exceeding 23106 A/cm2 at
77 K and good electrical connectivity. Magnetic hysteretic loss due to Ni overlayer was also
investigated. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1626263#
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Potential applications of high-temperature supercond
ing ~HTS! coated conductors involve the electric utility an
power industries.1,2 For effective implementation at cryo
genic temperatures (;30– 77 K), stabilization against the
mal runaway will be required in the event of an overcurre
situation~exceeding critical currentI c of the HTS coating!.
In general, a coated conductor architecture involves epita
fabrication of a thin layer~1–2 mm! of HTS film @usually
YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!# on biaxially textured buffer layers
deposited on a thick~50 mm! flexible metal substrate~Ni or
dilute Ni alloys!. Thus, additional stabilization by electrica
connection to a good conductor is required for insulat
buffer layers and resistive Ni alloy substrates (.10mV cm
at 77 K!.3–5 A solution is to electrically shunt the HTS laye
either by an intermediate conductive buffer layer to a lo
resistive metal substrate~i.e., Ni or Cu!3,4 or by depositing a
stabilizing metallic cap layer~i.e., Cu or Ag! onto the HTS
coating.5 While a conductive buffer provides an effective s
lution only when the substrate material is high
conductive,3–5 it is the most desirable approach from an a
plications perspective since it would yield the optimum e
gineering current densityJE (I c per unit total cross-sectiona
area!.5,6 Coupling the HTS layer adequately to a pure Ni
Cu tape through a conductive buffer layer also provides
overall less complicated structure with reduced resista
and an increased thermal conductivity, providing more e
cient heat transfer to either a coolant bath or through
thermal diffusivity of the system.5,6

To date, many reports on coated conductor fabricat
using the rolling assisted biaxially textured substra
~RABiTS! technique have utilized high-purity Ni~99.99%!
and strengthened Ni alloy as the base, textured mate
However, the ferromagnetism~FM! of pure Ni and Ni alloy
hinders their use in applications requiring time-varying~ac!
currents due to hysteretic energy losses. On the other h
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Cu is a lower cost, lower resistivity, and nonmagnetic alt
native for the production of long-length RABiTS-base
coated conductor tapes. Recently, we have demonstrate
growth of electrically well-coupled YBCO films onconduc-
tive SrRuO3 /LaNiO3 bilayer and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 ~LSMO!
single-layer buffer structures deposited on biaxially textu
Ni tapes.3,5 Although there has been recent progress in
development of nonconductive, protective buff
architecture,7,8 there have been no reports on the develo
ment of conductivebuffer layers on pure Cu substrates f
coated conductor applications. Because of its electrical c
ductivity, thermal stability, and structural compatibility wit
YBCO, we have investigated the viability of LSMO as
conductivebuffer interface on biaxially textured Cu sub
strates. Here, we demonstrate the fabrication of electric
connected high critical current densityJc (.23106 A/cm2

at 77 K! YBCO coatings on Cu tapes. The electrical, sup
conducting, and magnetic~hysteretic loss! properties of these
short prototype conductors are reported.

Cube textured@$100%~100!# Cu substrates of 50mm
thickness were obtained from randomly oriented high pu
~99.99%! Cu bars by cold-rolling, followed by an anneal i
vacuum at 800 °C for 1 h. To minimize Cu diffusion and
reduce the oxidation rate of the substrate,9 first a protective
Ni overlayer~1.6 mm! was deposited by dc-magnetron spu
tering at a temperature of 600 °C in a reducing atmospher
forming gas (96%Ar14%H2). Subsequent growth of the
LSMO buffer was conducted by rf-magnetron sputtering in
mixture of forming gas and 231025 Torr of H2O, with the
substrate temperature at 550– 625 °C. These conditions
solved the slight Sr contamination that we have observe
earlier work of LSMO on Ni.4 The YBCO films were grown
at 780 °C in 120 mTorr of O2 by pulsed-laser deposition
using a KrF excimer laser system operated at an energy
sity of '2 J/cm2. For these research samples, typical thic
nesses of the LSMO and the YBCO films were 300 and 2
nm, respectively. The crystallographic orientation and text
of the films were characterized by x-ray diffraction~XRD!. A
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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standard four-probe technique was used to evaluate the
trical properties, including the temperature-dependent re
tivity of the conductive buffer layers, superconducting tra
sition temperature (Tc), Jc , and I –V characteristics of the
composite structure. Values ofJc were assigned at a
mV/cm criterion. The magnetic properties of the samp
were measured in a superconducting-quantum-interfere
device-based magnetometer at a temperature of 95 K
fields H, up to 800 Oe applied parallel to the tape plane.

Figure 1 shows theJc performance of a YBCO film de
posited on LSMO/Ni/Cu substrate as a function of magne
field measured at the boiling and near-triple-point tempe
tures of liquid nitrogen, with the field applied parallel to th
c axis. The sample has aTc.90 K, indicating cation-
contamination-free YBCO. At 77 K, the zero-field transpo
Jc is 2.33106 A/cm2 and the irreversibility field (H irr) is
high, near 7 T. At 65 K,Jc is 4.83106 A/cm2 and remains
around 13106 A/cm2 at 3 T, which is highly desirable fo
applications such as motors, generators and energy sto
requiring field strengths of several tesla. Note that these h
Jc values could be obtained primarily due to the excell
texture, with low-angle grain-to-grain correlations domin
ing the entire sample and an overall high degree of in-pl
~Df! and out-of-plane~Dv! alignment. In fact, the measure
XRD full width at half-maximum~FWHM! widths Df and
Dv of the average total ensemble of grains are sharp; 7°
6.5° for YBCO, and 6° and 5° for underlying Cu substra
respectively. It is clear from the inset of Fig. 1, showing t
temperature-dependent four-point resistivity measureme
that there is excellent electrical coupling between the
substrate and the LSMO layer, as evidenced by the sim
rnet–T behaviors. However, after the YBCO depositio
rnet–T characteristics of the sample deviates from the id
behavior, indicating somewhat degraded metallic connec
ity, most likely resulting from the presence of discontinuo
NiO regions ~detected from the XRD analysis! at the
LSMO–Ni interface. In fact, our model calculations show
that the observed increase inrnet at the superconducting tran
sition can be associated with a significant interfacial con
resistance between the YBCO film and the Cu substrate
the other hand, complete isolation of YBCO from the su
strate would yield arnet ~calculated for the entire structure!

FIG. 1. Magnetic field dependence ofJc curves measured at 65 and 77 K
for a YBCO film on the conducting buffer structure of LSMO/Ni/Cu. Th
inset shows the temperature-dependent net resistivity of the same Y
sample, as well as the data for LSMO/Cu and for a pure biaxially textu
Cu substrate.
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that is 23104 times higher than the present value ofr ~2
mV cm! at the transition regime. The observed value is lo
enough to provide significant stabilization for the curre
levels of the present structure.

Next, we compare in Fig. 2 theI –V characteristics at 77
K of a model, ideally coupled conductor architectu
(HTS1conductive buffer1substrate) with experimental re
sults from the actual sample in Fig. 3. Figure 2~model! plots
I versus electric field (V/distance between voltage tap!
curves for the Cu tape only, for the isolated HTS coati
with an I c of 150 A/cm width ~practical level of operating
current!, and for the combined ideal case in which the HT
layer and Cu are electrically connected through an interm
diate conductive buffer layer. The interfacial contact res
tance is assumed to be negligible~i.e., ,1028 V cm2). No-
tice the typical nonlinearI –E behavior for the isolated HTS
layer having power law relationE}(I /I c)

n. For I .I c , the
ideal case exhibits a near-linear differential ohmic behav
with slope determined by the metal tape resistivity. Then,
an envisioned transient withI .I c , the total current through
the conductor partitions between the HTS layer and the m
tape, greatly reducing the power excursion in the entire str
ture. TheI –V curves obtained from our actual sample a
displayed in Fig. 3. While the scales are quantitatively d
ferent, qualitatively, we observe similarI –V characteristic
compared to the model conductor, although the interfa
resistivity is non-negligible, as noted earlier. In order
check the stabilization provided by the metal tape and
push the current to levels greater thanI c , we recorded the
data at 1 T and compared that with the data compiled fr

FIG. 3. TheI –V curves obtained from the actual sample in a field of 1
Figure includes curves for Cu, isolated YBCO films, and data from
YBCO/LSMO/Ni/Cu sample. The dashed line displays the response if th
were a complete electrical coupling.

O
d

FIG. 2. Ideal current versus electric field characteristics for a model c
ductor architecture. Data for Cu, electrically isolated HTS, and for the sa
HTS layer electrically connected to the underlying Cu substrate are c
pared. Arrows indicate the current sharing among layers for a specific e
tric field criterion.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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three other isolated YBCO films having similar power la
behaviors. While the results exhibit similarI –V characteris-
tics for bare Cu and isolated HTS film~compared with Fig.
2!, data obtained from the actual sample does not ag
quantitatively with the ideal behavior~dashed curve!. This
may be explained by the inhomogeneous electrical coup
and current transfer between the YBCO and the Cu subst
possibly due to the formation of a discontinuous NiO layer
the interface. Nevertheless, were there a complete isola
the superconductor would have been destroyed at cur
levels, I 53I c ~see Fig. 3!. Currently, we are trying to im-
prove the electrical coupling and implement a detect
mechanism that will monitor voltage across the metal tap

To determine the potential FM ac loss due to the
diffusion barrier, we measured the hysteretic magnetic pr
erties of a fully formed coated conductor atT595 K, just
above the superconductiveTc . For these Ni materials, th
loss properties change little below 95 K. The quasista
studies were performed on a sample of mass 9.6 gm, with
dc magnetic field oriented parallel to the plane of the ta
This configuration approximates the self-field on the s
strate due to current flow in a tape and it minimizes dem
netization effects. After cooling to 95 K in zero applied fiel
the hysteretic magnetization loopM (H) was measured by
sweeping the field from1Hmax to 2Hmax to 1Hmax in small
steps. A numerical integration of the area inside the lo
M (H) providesW5rM (H)d(H), the FM energy loss pe
cycle, with maximum magnetic fieldHmax. The measure-
ments were repeated as a function ofHmax up to 800 Oe,
since the FM loss increases with ac field amplitude, which
proportional to the peak ac current. The resulting FM lossW
per cycle per gram of tape is shown in Fig. 4 as a function
Hmax. The inset of this figure shows the magnetization of
sample for several field excursions. AtHmax56800 Oe, the
loss has nearly saturated at approximately 180 erg/gm of
per cycle. The calculated maximum FM hysteretic ac los
60 Hz for a 1-m-long and 1-cm-wide tape, of thickness
mm would be 5.5 mW, compared with 43 mW for the bia
ially textured all ‘‘Ni-RABiTS’’ and 8.4 mW for a magneti-
cally reduced Ni-5 at. % W tape. These FM losses of 5
mW correspond to modest additions~10%–20%! to the en-
ergy losses expected in HTS coating of achievable YBC

FIG. 4. Ferromagnetic hysteretic loss,W, due to the Ni layer in YBCO/
LSMO/Ni/Cu. Note thatW first increases rapidly withHmax, then saturates.
The inset shows the magnetization loops for the same sample atT595 K,
for variousHmax excursions, where the field is applied parallel to the pla
of the tape.
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based conductors.10 As an example, for an envisioned coate
conductor architecture operating atI 05I c of 200 A/cm
width, applying the Norris theory,11 which is shown to pro-
vide a good estimate of ac loss for YBCO-bas
conductors,12 the power loss per meter per cycle isLc

5(m0/2p)I 0
25480 mW at 60 Hz. For more realistic opera

tion at I 05I c/2, in which case the loss is smaller by a fact
of 17,9 the superconductive hysteretic loss component yie
a value ofLc;28 mW. Obviously, further reducing the tota
energy loss would be possible either by reducing the thi
ness of Ni or completely replacing the Ni film by a fun
tional nonmagnetic metal layer. Similarly, the hysteretic lo
in HTS can also be decreased by producing conductors
higher I c that can operate at smallerI 0 /I c , or possibly by
geometrical optimization such as subdividing the tape i
noninteracting conductors.

This work shows the development of a coated conduc
architecture on biaxially textured Cu tapes having a cond
tive layer sequence of YBCO/LSMO/Ni/Cu. A sel-ffieldJc

~77 K! value exceeding 23106 A/cm2 was achieved, and
electrical characterization suggests good electrical coup
between the YBCO and the Cu substrate. Assessment o
magnetic loss associated with the Ni overlayer shows tha
should be small compared with the hysteretic loss in an
erational superconductive coating. Although these ini
studies were conducted on pure copper, the ultimate im
mentation will require strengthened tape. In principle, t
can be achieved by appropriate alloying and precipitat
hardening, which will also retain high electrical conductivi
of the tape.
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